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Abstract. Vast quantities of video data are now widely available and easily
accessible; because of the many videos that users encounter, video summary
technology is needed in order to help users find videos that match their pref-
erences. This study focuses on movies to propose a method for extracting
important scenes based on visual and sound information, and verifies the degree
of harmony of the extracted scenes. The video segments thus characterized can
be used to generate summary videos.
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1 Introduction

Thanks to faster video compression technologies, higher data transmission rates, and
the widespread adoption of mobile devices, it is now possible to access vast quantities
of video data, and there are ever more opportunities to use video media on the Internet.
As a result, it can be difficult to quickly find videos that match one’s preferences.
Technologies that generate summary videos would be helpful for sifting through this
vast quantity of videos to select which ones to watch. Summary videos would enable
users to quickly understand the content and ambiance of the video and to decide
whether to watch it, rather than simply fast-forwarding from the beginning to figure out
what the video is about. Moreover, with the widespread adoption of tablets, users can
now access videos from anywhere at any time, whether on a train or during breaks at
work. In such situations, however, there is only a limited amount of time available for
watching videos. Given a technology that generates summary videos, it would then
become possible to specify how much time was available to watch a video and then
watch the video within the specified time, skipping the parts that are relatively
unimportant. For these reasons, technologies that generate summary videos are
important.

This study considers methods for generating summary videos, targeting movies
with long play times in particular. A number of studies on summary videos of movies
have been reported to date, and methods have been proposed for extracting the seg-
ments that the filmmaker wishes to emphasize. One study [1] extracts four types of
sensory information rendered in the movie by detecting seven types of camera work
(such as pan, tilt, and zoom in) and the movie subject, and then provides the empha-
sized scenes as a summary video. Another study [2] generates summary videos by
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detecting special events (close ups of key characters, gunshot or explosion sounds,
onscreen text, etc.) and then linking these together. In “film grammar” [3], key scenes
to be emphasized are described as belonging to one of four categories (action, calm,
suspense, and release) based on dramatic effects resulting from shot-length transitions.
Through experiments, another study [4] shows that each type of scene can in fact be
distinguished based on shot length transitions. In an earlier study, we presented a
method that builds on this method [4] by filtering candidates using color information,
focusing on the “orange and teal” dramatic method that has been incorporated into
numerous Hollywood movies. Unfortunately, using only color information and dra-
matic effects based on scene-length transitions resulted in the extraction of many
locations unrelated to the four types of emphasized scenes.

In this study, we incorporated sound effects as extraction factors in addition to
dramatic effects in order to isolate video segments more precisely. In previous studies,
“sound effects” have been used to refer to background music, explosion sounds, and so
forth, and segments found to contain sound effects have been regarded as having a high
degree of importance. However, this method tends to extract only noisy action seg-
ments, and is unable to extract segments that are given dark and moody emphasis. This
lead us to consider generating summary videos by focusing on the relationship between
sound and video, rather than investigating sound and video separately. A study [5] has
found that there is an interaction between visual and auditory senses so that resonant or
competitive phenomena occur when sound and visual information are in harmony, and
the scene becomes more emphasized. Accordingly, regarding the dramatic effects in the
four types of scenes (action, calm, suspense, and release), we consider in more detail
the features of the sounds for which resonant and competitive phenomena occur. This
study focuses on frequency ranges and volume, the latter of which is likely to exhibit
particularly intense modulations in representing the development of scenes or human
emotions during the course of a movie. We accurately extract the four types of scenes
(action, calm, suspense, and release) defined as points of emphasis according to the film
grammar school, and we verify the degree of harmony between sound and visual
information in each of these scenes.

2 Method for Identifying Scenes Within a Movie

2.1 Movie Structure

Movies are played back at either 24 or 48 frames per second, so the structure of a
movie consists of the “film frame” as the smallest unit of visual information. This is
followed in increasing order of size, by the “shot”, the “scene”, the “sequence”, and
finally the movie as a whole.

A “shot” refers to a single segment of visual information recorded without any
discontinuities, and is defined in terms of this lack of discontinuities regardless of
length. That is, a series of frames with no cuts makes a single shot. A “scene”, then, is a
series of several shots and refers to a block of action taking place at a certain location.
A “sequence” is a combination of several shots or scenes, and is a situational unit that
constitutes a single story.
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According to the film grammar concept, the key scenes that the filmmaker wants to
emphasize can be categorized into four types: action, calm, suspense, and release (Fig. 1).

2.2 Method for Identifying Scenes by Shot Length

In an earlier study, we attempted to identify the four types of scenes by focusing on
changes in shot length intervals. As shown in the following figures, action scenes tend
to consist of a series of short shots, calm scenes tend to consist of a series of long shots,
``suspense” scenes have shot lengths that gradually become shorter and shorter, and
shot lengths in release scenes gradually become longer and longer. However, when
scenes were identified based on shot-length features alone, there were many
misidentifications. Therefore, this study aims to improve precision by adding sound
information (Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5).

Fig. 1. Shots and scenes

Fig. 2. Action scene

Fig. 3. Calm scene
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2.3 Method for Identifying Scenes, Focusing on Harmony Between Visual
Information and Sound

Few movies consist of visual elements alone—the visual information is almost always
accompanied by sound. Compared with other visual products, movies in particular
incorporate numerous special effect sounds and music that match the situational or
emotional content in order to increase the effect of the visual expression.

Taking into consideration that sound and visual information being in harmony
gives a scene greater emphasis [5], this study looks at the dramatic effects of the four
types of scene (action, calm, suspense, and release) and judges scenes where these
dramatic effects occur as being important.

The frequency range of human hearing is from approximately 20 to 20,000 Hz. The
frequencies that can be produced by human vocalizations is said to range from about
80 Hz at the low end to about 11,000 Hz at the high end, but generally the human voice
ranges between 100 and 4000 Hz. Of this range, frequencies between 2000 and
4000 Hz are the easiest for humans to perceive audibly, and this range includes the
sound of a baby crying, a woman screaming, and the warning alarm of an electrical
appliance. After about 75 years of age, on average humans can only hear up to about
5000–6000 Hz, and so this study focuses on the frequency range from 0 to 4500 Hz, on
the assumption that filmmakers produce movies aimed at people of all ages.

In each scene, we regard shot length (visual information) to be in harmony with the
volume and frequency (sound information) when the following conditions are met.

Fig. 4. Suspense scene

Fig. 5. Release scene
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• Action scenes
Action scenes tend to be situations containing many sudden loud sounds, such as
explosions, gunshots, yelling, screaming, and sounds of things breaking, and so we
determine that a scene is an action scene with sound and visual information in
harmony in sections where there are a series of loud sounds, with rapid and intense
changes in volume, and there is a large low frequency components between 0 and
200 Hz.

• Calm scenes
Calm scenes are regarded as unlikely to have abrupt loud sounds as these scenes
tend to be relaxed situations, and so we determine that a scene is a calm scene when
the volume remains low and constant, with the same large frequency components
between 60 and 700 Hz lasting for a long time because of the long shot lengths.

• Suspense scenes
Suspense scenes often immediately precede action scenes, or else the characters
gradually become more and more psychologically strained, and so the volume
increases gradually, reflecting the characters’ pulses. The first half of a suspense
scene has long shots, and so frequency components extend far horizontally, but in
the second half of a suspense scene typically has a frequency distribution with many
short bursts of low frequency components in the 0 to 200 Hz range, leading up to
the action scene that follows. We determine that a section with this kind of pattern is
a suspense scene, and that the sound and visual information are in harmony.

• Release scenes
Release scenes are very often situations where the characters have become free after
a tense situation has been resolved. Accordingly, these scenes tend to start with a
loud volume that gradually decreases, reflecting the emotions of the characters.
Also, the second half of a release scene has long shot intervals and so we determine
that a section is a release scene, and that the sound and visual information are in
harmony, if sounds with the same frequency components last for a long time.

Only when all three factors—shot interval, volume, and frequency—are as described
above do we regard sound and visual information as being in harmony and then
classify a segment as being a certain type of scene. We also verify the degree of
harmony in each scene.

3 Evaluation Tests

3.1 Test Overview

We verify the discrimination precision of the proposed method (focusing on both
visual information and sound information) for the four types of scenes. The distri-
bution of scenes is likely to vary depending on the movie genre, and we therefore
conduct the verification using three genres: action, drama, and fantasy. During the
tests there were various different movie sound formats, but in this study we used two
channels (left and right) with a quantization bit rate of 16 bits and a sampling rate of
44.1 kHz. For the evaluation scale, we made comparisons based on recall, precision,
and F value.
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Relevant Nonrelevant

Retrieved tp fp
Not retrieved fn tn

Precision ¼ tp
tpþ fp

Recall ¼ tp
tpþ fn

F�measure ¼ 2 � precision � recall
precisionþ recall

We determine the correct answer for each scene based on the following criteria:

Action: Scenes including chases, accidents, physical fighting, or fighting with
machines
Calm: Scenes where the emotion and tone are calm and quiet
Suspense: Scenes with tension and a sense that something is about to happen
Release: Scenes where constraints and the like have been released and freedom has
been achieved

Next, we verify the degree of harmony between the sound and visual information in
each scene using the semantic differential method. The impression evaluation scale
used in this test was a list of 22 adjective pairs (Table 1) considered likely to represent
the impressions of both the sound and visual information. Each item is rated on a
seven-point scale. To interpret the test results, we conducted factor analysis with the
evaluation scale as the variable quantity.

For the target exhibitions of each of the four types of scenes (action, calm, sus-
pense, and release), we prepared versions of the scene with sound only, visual infor-
mation only, and both sound and visual information. In the test, we initially evaluated
all scenes with sound only, followed by all scenes with visual information only, and
finally all scenes with both sound and visual information. In each case, the scenes were
all played in random order.

Table 1. Adjective pairs
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3.2 Results and Discussion

Precision of Scene Identification. The following tables show the results of comparing
the scene discrimination precision using the previous method (visual information
alone) and the proposed method (sound and visual information), for each of the three
movie genres.

Tables 2, 3, and 4 shows that scene discrimination precision was improved in all
three genres by additionally considering sound. The reduction in the misidentification
rate meant that we succeeded in reducing incorrect extractions of sections that were
not heavily emphasized or important with respect to the movie’s editing. Conver-
sations between characters are an example of scenes that were misidentified by the
previous method. In conversational scenes, the camera typically faces the speaker,
and the camera angle changes each time the speaker changes, meaning that a fast-
paced conversation results in a series of short shots. When scenes are discriminated
based on only shot intervals as in the earlier study, such sections are incorrectly
identified as action scenes. However, by adding sound information we were able to
correctly identify conversational scenes and avoid misidentifying them as action

Table 2. Precision for action movies

Table 3. Precision for drama movies

Table 4. Precision for fantasy movies
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scenes based on the fact that conversational scenes do not have a series of loud
sounds and the frequency components tends to be concentrated in the 100–1000 Hz
range of the human voice.

Degree of Harmony Between Sound and Visual Information. For each type of
scene, we verified the impression of the sound and visuals using the impression
evaluation scale. The following tables show the results for action scenes. Here, we used
single scenes from movies, and for those cases where both sound and visual infor-
mation are presented, the comparison is conducted on the assumption that they are in
harmony.

Focusing on Factor 1 in Tables 5, 6, and 7, the impression results for sound alone or
visual information alone include many impressions that could be applied to any scene,
such as “fun”, “interesting”, and “like”. However, when a section was played back with
sound and visual information in harmony, there were many impressions unique to
action scenes, such as “powerful”, “well-formed”, and “sense of being there”.

Table 5. Impressions of action scenes with sound only.
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Moreover, from Fig. 6 it is clear that the impressions likely to be emphasized by the
dramatic effects unique to action scenes were most highly evaluated when sound and
visual information were in harmony.

As shown in Tables 8, 9, and 10, no significant differences in Factor 1 were found
between sound alone, visual information alone, and both sound and visual information
for calm scenes. However, based on the result shown in Fig. 7, impressions likely to be
emphasized by the dramatic effects specific to calm scenes (e.g., “erratic”, “vague”, and
“no sense of being there”) were more highly evaluated for a scene with sound and
visual information in harmony than for the same scene with sound alone or visual
information alone.

These results indicate that dramatic effects that cannot be obtained with visual
features alone will have a stronger impression by incorporating audio features to
harmonize sound and visual information and thereby creating an impression specific to
each scene.

Table 6. Impressions of action scenes with visual information only.
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Table 7. Impressions of action scenes with both sound and visual information.

Fig. 6. Results for the semantic differential method
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4 Conclusions

Focusing on the interplay between audio and visual senses to define emphasized
sections as those where sound and visual information are in harmony, this paper has
proposed a method for extracting the four types of scenes according to film grammar.
The proposed method was compared with a previous method that extracted scenes
using visual features alone. It was found that the proposed method was able to reduce
the number of incorrect extractions relative to the previous method and to increase the
overall precision. Although the precision has increased, some scenes corresponding to
one of the four types of scenes were nonetheless overlooked using only the features of

Table 8. Impressions of calm scenes with sound only.
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sound and visual information as defined by the proposed method. As an issue for the
future, we need to define scene features more precisely and also consider other features
such as tone and camera work. We also performed impression rating tests using the
semantic differential method for each scene. The results showed that the impressions of
dramatic effects particular to each type of scene were not especially strong when
viewing video alone or listening to sounds alone, whereas viewing video with the
sound and visual information in harmony produced stronger impressions of the dra-
matic effects for each type of scene.

Table 9. Impressions of calm scenes with visual information only.
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Table 10. Impressions of calm scenes with both sound and visual information.

Fig. 7. Results for the semantic differential method
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